
 

The Future, Iconic and Captivating 
Images from Ralph Kristopher

 

"You can look at a picture a week and never 
look at it again.  You can also look at a 
picture for a second and think of it all your 
life."
-Joan Miro

"Inspire me to action, please!"  
-Humanity



Your text here

Some of what RKP brings to a Shoot:
 
-A decade of Alaska specific content creation +  thirty years behind the lens!
-Creative direction and technical mastery for powerful attention grabbing images
-Recreation industry specific knowledge & contacts
-State of the art, top notch photographic equipment and tools 
-Business liablity insurance 
-Pre productoin technical & logistical guidence
-Customised asset delivery workflow, thoughtful editing
-Consistantcy and dependability for high cost production value days
-Confidence in skill for high production value days



 Ways to hire RKP for your commercial image and content 
creation needs:

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Per Shoot & Specific Date Hire 1/2 
day increments

0.5 $2,500 $1,250

Creative/ Shoot /Photographer Fee (This covers gear, photographer, photographers set up and 
tear down) up to five hours of shooting time per shoot.

Per Shoot/ License Option A 1 $250 $250

Per image, 5 images, 5 year unlimited media non-exclusive use rights (Minimum of 5 per 
shoot)

Per Shoot/ License Option B 1 $325 $325

Per image, five year unlimited media exclusive commercial use rights (Minimum of 5 per 
shoot)

Per Shoot/ License Option C 1 $650 $650

Per Image, five year, unlimited media, non-exclusive commercial use rights (Minimum of 5 
per shoot)

Per Shoot/ License Option D 1 $650 $650

Per Image, Unlimited time unlimited media, exclusive commercial use rights (Minimum of 5 
per shoot)

Hour



Subscription Hire 1 $5,000 $5,000

-$5000 per season (winter, spring, summer, Fall) Billed Per season, per quarter or year as needed/ 
planned and available )
(so during a 3 month continuous span of choice we would have 4 scheduled photo shoots)

-Includes 4 single ‘day’ shoots (10 hours max per) Per Season/ per billing quarter (Day defined as 
no more than 10hrs portal to portal) (additional photographer shoot fee billed at special rate per 
hour @250/hr)

-Five year unlimited media use rights billed at special rate of $200/image as needed 
-No Reschedule fee 
-Includes 5 Social Media-only images per shoot!

Subscription Hire Option 2 1 $2,000 $2,000

-$2000 per month 
(can be individual months,  Minimum of 2 months in per year) 

- Two single ‘day’ shoots (10 hours max per portal to portal) (additional photographer time billed 
special rate @250/hr)

-Five Year, unlimited media use rights billed at special rate of $200/image as needed per image
-No Reschedule fee
-Includes 5 Social Media-only images per shoot!

Subscription Hire Use Rights Option A 1 $200 $200

Per Image, 5 year unlimited media non-exclusive use rights

Subscription Hire Use Rights Option B 1 $300 $300

Per Image, Unlimited time unlimited media, non-exclusive commercial use rights

Item

Item



Subscription Hire Use Rights Option 

C

Qty $350 $350

Per Image, Unlimited time unlimited media, non-exclusive commercial use rights

Subscription Hire Use Rights Option 

D

Qty $600 $600

Per Image, Unlimited time unlimited media, exclusive commercial use rights





 

Let's Crush It! 
 
Our next steps:
 
Let me know what's going to work for your media and marketing needs.  I will draw up a contract 
and preliminary invoice based on what path we create and we can make plans acordinly.  I will 
show up and be 100% and have already invested much time and effort so I request deposits with 
contracts.
 
I also have the ablitly to pull together a full productoin team, assistants and producers who can 
pull together models, comunicate with everyone and arange for wardrobe, hair, makeup and 
even digital lighting techs and am happy to include a bid for this if requested by your marketing 
team etc.
 
Video content creation and editing services are also available with further conversations. Usually 
RKP hires out a seperate editor and even camera operator in addition to the still content 
creation.
 



ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Renewal of use rights for established 

Images Option A

1 $200 $200

5 Year Unlimited media use rights

Renewal Of Use Rights for Established 

Images Option B

1 $450 $450

Unlimited media use, removal of time limits (Established Images not purchased outright 
previously)

RK Freelance 1 $650 $650

Stock image magic from Ralph found and captured on his own time.  Unlimited media use 
rights, unlimited time.


